
Datasheet

There’s a lot of important data within your 
business, but it comes in a dizzying array of 
formats. Traditionally, the combining of data 
sources was limited to technical folks that used 
complex, time consuming tools.

Domo Magic 
enables you to:

Domo changes all of that. The tools within Domo Magic make it possible 
for people of all skill levels to transform data and prepare it to provide 
real value.

• Clean your data 
• Combine datasets
• Transform your data

Magic
Enable everyone to transform data.

Magic provides automated, self-service tools for your data transformation.



How it’s used.

Capabilities
Magic ETL
This powerful addition to Domo allows you cleanse, combine 
and transform your data without SQL knowledge. Schedule 
transformation jobs using this comprehensive ETL capability. 

Magic DataFlows
DataFlows allows for the use of common SQL commands so 
that data can be accessed, joined, cleansed and transformed 
within Domo.

Magic DataFusion
DataFusion lets you select and merge data sources so you can 
begin visualizing your data. Data Fusion makes joining data so 
simple that there’s no need for SQL or ETL expertise.
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Domo Magic prepares your 
data through powerful, 
easy-to-use self-service 
tools.  Get more from 
your data.

Data manipulation is a notoriously manual, complex and difficult 
process.  Domo makes this process straightforward, whether you 
are SQL trained or far from it. Combining data provides greater 
insights, and enables you to avoid having to go from one report to 
another to see the whole picture. Magic provides several intuitive 
tools to help you prepare your data. The first, Data Fusion, allows 
you to easily join data sources. DQL, a solution designed for 
enterprises with data analyst resources, provides a SQL interface 
to easily clean and combine data in Domo. Magic also includes a 
simple, drag-and-drop ETL interface for users of all skill levels.

Domo Magic provides self-service ability to: 
• Merge

• Join

• Aggregate

• Cleanse

• And more…

Domo Magic allows you to prepare your data, so you can get more 
from it. 

Select and merge data sources with DataFusion.

Magic ETL is a powerful self-service tool designed 
for the non-technical user.


